Two-Track Two Vent Horizontal Side Slider

Four-Track Four Vent Horizontal Side Slider
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FOUR-TRACK
HORIZONTAL SIDE SLIDER
The PGT four-track horizontal slider enables you to obtain up to 75% ventilation of an entire screen wall.
This continuous track unit is normally installed in a "reverse" fashion. Often used to separate the pool
area from the patio, it can provide a maximum access to the pool when open, yet keep the cool winter
wind out when closed. Threshold is available at an extra charge. Unit can be ordered sill without flange at
no extra charge.
Normally installed with four vents, the four-track horizontal side slider can be ordered with as many vents
as needed to cover any wall area. (Please check with our customer service department for pricing
anything other than four vents.)

MEASURING
FOUR-TRACK HORIZONTAL SIDE SLIDER
Measuring the four-track horizontal side slider is the same as the two-track continuous track side
slider. See page 34. When two units meet, to provide clearance between the two units, a 4" corner
must be constructed.

INSTALLATION OF FOUR-TRACK
HORIZONTAL SIDE SLIDER
Installation of the four-track horizontal side slider is the same
as that of the two-track horizontal side slider. See page 27.
Additional bracing of main sill is recommended. A small lip
can be found on the bottom edge of the main sill to which
braces can be secured.
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TWO- AND FOUR-TRACK GARAGE DOOR SCREENS
WITH KICKPLATE
With a two-track garage door screen in a 16' opening, the customer can drive in or out without
removing the panels. With a four-track garage door screen, up to 75% clear opening can be gained.
The all-aluminum frame is available in bronze ESP or white ESP. Threshold in mill finish only.
Garage door units include neoprene rubber rollers for ease of operation and durability, as well as a
more attractive method of attaching the kickplate. See drawing.

GARAGE DOOR SCREEN PRICES
To get suggested retail price on garage door screen, refer to garage door screen price sheet.
All units are available in bronze and white ESP at no extra charge.

Reverse Mount
Side View

Regular Mount
Side View
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MEASURING GARAGE DOOR SCREEN UNITS
Be sure to measure both width and height in several places and work with the smallest dimension.
Since the opening must normally be lined with 1" x 2" for a mounting surface, deduct 2" in width
and 1" in height before placing the order.
For arched openings, units must be mounted on outside (face) of building.
Standard Deduction:

Sill without Flange = 3/8” wide, 1/4” high.
Sill with Flange = 3/8” wide, 3/8” high.

INSTALLATION OF GARAGE DOOR SCREEN UNITS
Garage door units are normally installed "reverse.” Assemble main frame with pop rivets furnished. Be
sure to face weep holes to the outside.
Set main frame into opening and attach to 1" x 2" using a vent as a square for main frame.
Cut threshold and attach to concrete on both sides of sill track.
Place vents in track and install latch.
Side View

SEE SAMPLE ORDER NEXT PAGE
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